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SŪRATUL ‘ALA

Introduction

This Surah was revealed inMakka. It has 19 verses. It is Surah number 87 in the Holy Qur’ān.

“Al-‘Ala” means “The Most High” or “Abundance” and the title of the Sūrah refers to the activity of 
competing for luxuries and plentitude.

Text and Translation


(I begin) in the name of Allah, the Most Kind, the Most Merciful.


Glorify the name of your Lord, the Most High,


Who creates, then makes complete,


And, Who plans, then guides,


And Who brings forth herbage,


Then makes it dried up, dust-coloured.
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We will make you recite so you shall not forget,


Except what Allah pleases, surely He knows the manifest (clear, apparent) and what is hidden.


And We will make your way smooth to a state of ease.


Therefore, do remind, surely reminding does profit (people).


He, who fears will mind (head),


And the most unfortunate one will avoid it,


Who will enter the great fire;


Then therein (in the fire), he will neither live nor die.


He, who purifies himself will indeed be successful,
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And magnifies the name of his Lord and prays.


No! you prefer the life of this world,


While the hereafter is better and more lasting.


Most surely this is in the earlier scriptures,


The scriptures of Ibrāhīm and Mūsā.

Tafsīr

1. Glorify the name of your Lord, the Most High,

The word ‘Rabb’in Arabic language covers more that what is defined by the English word ‘Lord’. 
‘Rabb’ implies: nourishing, sustaining, protecting from harm, providing opportunities and way for
the fullest possible development and taking care as the Owner and the Guardian of a being.

2. Who creates, then makes complete,

It is this Rabb(Allāh) that created us from nothing to what we are.

3. And, Who plans, then guides,

Allāh has provided everything that is needed by His creation in appropriate degrees to suit His 
creation. And then guides His creation through fixed laws of growth and decay as well as guiding
through instincts, conscience, revealed scriptures, prophets and the Aimah.
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4. And Who brings forth herbage,
5. Then makes it dried up, dust-coloured.

In the vegetable world, Allāh brings out the vegetable which then decay and in turn preserves the 
seed and roots to keep things continuous.

6. We will make you recite so you shall not forget,
7. Except what Allah pleases, surely He knows the manifest (clear, apparent) and what is hidden.

Allāh revealed the Holy Qur’ān to the Holy Prophet in stages so that it would be easier for people to 
learn it.
The Holy Prophet was divinely blessed with a wonderful memory to remember every text of the
Word of Allāh. It also indicates that the Holy Prophet does not forget.

8. And We will make your way smooth to a state of ease.
9. Therefore, do remind, surely reminding does profit (people).

Allāh promises the Holy Prophet that Islām will spread with ease so he should keep reminding 
people about Allāh.

10. He, who fears will mind (heed),
11. And the most unfortunate one will avoid it,
12. Who will enter the great fire;
13. Then therein (in the fire), he will neither live nor die.

He who fears Allāh will heed it. And he who avoids it will be unfortunate, for he will enter the great 
fire. Where he shall not die but be punished for his deeds.

14. He, who purifies himself will indeed be successful,
15. And magnifies the name of his Lord and prays.

He who keeps himself pure from disobedience against Allāh’s commands will be the one who will 
be successful.

16. No! you prefer the life of this world,

Shaytān usually tempts people with the attractions and enjoyments of this world.

17. While the hereafter is better and more lasting.
18. Most surely this is in the earlier scriptures,
19.The scriptures of Ibrāhīm and Mūsā.

The hereafter is better and more lasting than this world. This Allāh has stated not only in the Holy 
Qur’ān but also in the earlier scriptures; the scriptures of Ibrāhīm and Mūsā.
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SŪRATUL MĀ’ŪN

Introduction

This Surah was revealed in Makka. It has 7 verses. It is Surah number 107 in the Holy Qur’ān.

“Mā‘ūn” means “Alms” or “Charity”. The name of the Sūrah comes from the mention of the people 
who do not give alms.

Text and Translation


(I begin) in the name of Allah, the Most Kind, the Most Merciful.


Have you considered the one who calls the Day of Judgement a lie?


It is he/she who treats the orphan with harshness,


And does not urge (others) to feed the poor.


So woe to the ones who pray,


Yet are unmindful (heedless) of their prayers,


Who do (a good deed) to be seen,
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And withhold alms (charity).

Tafsīr

1. Have you considered the one who calls the Day of Judgement a lie?
2. It is he/she who treats the orphan with harshness,
3. And does not urge (others) to feed the poor.

Allāhtalks about those people who are heedless of the Day of Judgment, where everyone will account
for their actions. Those who do not care about the Day of Judgment take the command of Allāh lightly 
and act with arrogance, treating serious acts lightly.

These are the people who treat the orphans and the needy with cruelty.

They are heedless (unmindful, neglectful, careless) of the plight of those who are going hungry and also
do not encourage others to help/feed the poor.

4. So woe to the ones who pray,
5. Yet are unmindful (heedless) of their prayers,

Here, Allāh speaks of those among the Muslims who are careless about their daily prayers (Salāh). They 
pray sometimes and sometimes they do not. They purposely let the time of prayer pass away as they
waste time in idleness and unnecessary activity.

6. Who do (a good deed) to be seen,

Those who pray and do good deeds just to be seen and appreciated by the people are considered as
hypocrites and are considered the same as those who call the Day of Judgment a lie.

We should at all times make sure that all our actions are for the pleasure of Allāh only.

7. And withhold alms (charity).

Alms here signifies charity but also anything required by people. To withhold even water or basic
necessities from the people for any reason is also not allowed.

Assignment

Memorize this Surah with proper makharij and its meaning
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DÙĀ FROM THE HOLY QUR’ĀN

Introduction

Dùā means a prayer to Allāh. It is different from Salāh, because in Dùā, you can say the prayer in any 
language, at any time and in any way you like.

Although Allāh is aware of all our needs, He still likes us to ask from Him. He has instructed us to do 
Dùā in the Holy Qur’ān:


Your Lord says: “Call (do Dúā)to Me, I will answer you”.


Verily, those who are too proud to worship Me,


shall soon enter hell, disgraced. (Suratul Mu’min, 40:60)

We see form this verse that Allāh not only invites us to do Dùā, He promises that He will answer our 
prayer. He also says that Dùā is a form of worship.

The importance of Dùā is seen in Salāh, where there is a special opportunity to do Dùā. This is in 
Qunūt.

In this lesson, we will learn the meanings of some Dùā that are found in the Holy Qur’ān as well as 
memorize (with correct makharij) those which we do not know by heart.

Dùā 


O our Lord! Do not hold us responsible if we forget or make a mistake.
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O our Lord! Do not lay on us a burden


such as You laid on those before us.


O Our Lord! Do not impose upon us that which we do not have the strength (to bear)!


Pardon us, and forgive us, and have mercy on us.


You are our master, so help us against the unbelieving people.

(Suratul Baqarāh, 2:286)

This is an excellent Dùāto recited in Qunūt and at all times. In this Dùā, we admit that weare easily
tempted to commit sins, but we ask Him to be lenient with us. We also ask Allāh not to put us in a 
situation where we might commit a sin. We admit how weak we are and ask Him not to burden us with
responsibilities we cannot bear. We ask Allāh to pardon us and forgive our past misdeeds and give us a
second chance to be better Muslims. Finally we ask Him for His help in facing the trials and temptations
put in front of us by non-Muslims.

Exercise

Memorize the aboveDùā and recite it in Qunūtoften.
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LESSON 1: REVIEW LESSON

In this lesson we shall briefly review what we have learned in Level 4.

1. The Original Mudd–the Long Vowel

When an empty (Alif) is added to a letter with fatha, the vowel‘a’sound is elongated to a measure

of 2 harakātand not much more. (For example, from curd to card, from must to mast, from fur to
far…)

When withsukūnis added to a letter with kasra, the vowel‘i’sound is elongated to a measure of

2harakātand not much more. (For example, from bit to beet, from fit to feet, from hit to heat…).

When withsukūnis added to a letter with dhamma, the vowel‘u’sound is elongated to a measure

of 2harakātand not much more. (For example, boot, fool, moon, soon…)

Another way of writing the long vowels is to use the Standing fatha, kasra and the Inverted dhamma

2. Tashdīd (Shadah)

The sign is calledtashdīd. It literally means to make strong. It is also known as Shaddah.

A letter bearing a tashdīd is called a Mushaddad. It bears two letters –the first takes sukūnand the
second a harakat.
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 pronounced Rab-ba



3. Maddah

In the Level 4 Book, we learned of two kinds of Maddah, the short one ( ) and the long one ( ).

Maddah literally means to lengthen or stretch.

A Maddah indicates that the vowel it affects must be lengthened or stretched to at least four to six
times its normal length.

In cases when, after the longest Maddah ( ), the next letter has as Sukun or aTashdīd (Shaddah),
then the letter with the longest Maddah ( ), should be prolonged and joined with the next letter.

4. Silent Letters

When the letters appear without any sign on them (like fatha, kasra, dhamma, sukun …)

and are followed by a letter with a sukun ortashdīd, They are called silent letters.

These letters are not pronounced, although they are written.

 is read as WAL ( ) and not as a long vowelWĀL

 is read as DHUL ( ) and not asDHŪL

 is read as WALLA () and not asWĀLLA

Other empty letters are also not pronounced.

the letter is empty and therefore silent; is read as Murtadha

 the letter is empty and therefore silent; is read as Salātu

the letters and are empty and therefore silent; is read asRibā
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For example:



For example:



WORKSHEET 1:

Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 2:

Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 3:

Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 4:

Read the following.
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LESSON 2: THE DEFINITE ARTICLE - 
The word means “the” –it makes the word (noun) before which it is placed definite.

For example: not any house but the house

- a house - the house

It is important to note that when is added to the word then the word changes the tanwīnof its last

harf into a harakah (a short vowel).

For example:

When is changed to - the changes to .

Moon letters - : the rule of 
When the Definite Article appears before a word that begins with a “Moon” (Qamariyyah) letter, the

keeps its sukun and is pronounced.

The “Moon” letters are: 

Sun letters - : the rule of 
When the Definite Article appears before a word that begins with a “sun” (shamsiyyah) letter, the 
losses its sukun and becomes silent. The “sun” letter is then pronounced mushaddad (a letter with

tashdīd).In copies of Qur’ān the sun letter following the is usually written with atashdīdbut this does

not occur in Du’a books although the rule still applies.

The “sun” letters are:   
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WORKSHEET 1:

Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 2:

Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 3:

Read the following.
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LESSON 3: THE RULES FOR THE LETTER LĀM

When you see the words (Allāh) and(Allāhumma= O’ Allāh) in the Holy Qur’ān, you have 

to apply (use) these rules. In some cases the has to be recited with a full mouth giving a heavier “L” 
sound.

In the rest of the cases, has to be recited with an empty mouth giving a flatter “L” sound.

When to recite the Lāmwith a full mouth (heavier sound).

1. When, before theLām, there is a letter with a Fatha or Dhamma. For example:

2. When, before theLām, there is a letter with aSukūnfollowing a letter with Dhamma. For example:

3. When, before theLām, there is a letter with aSukūnfollowing a letter with Fatha.
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(He is Allāh)

(The Command of Allāh)

(To fear Allāh)



When to recite the Lāmwith an empty mouth (flat sound).

1. When, before theLām, there is a letter with a Kasra. For example:

2. When, before theLām, there is a letter with aSukūnfollowing a letter with Kasra.

3. When, before the Lām, there is a Tanwīn. This will necessitate a Nūn Qutni (see the lesson on Nūn 
Qutni) which will have a Kasra. For example:

NOTE: This rule applies only to the words and . All other words that have Lām mushaddah

should always be recited with a flat, thin sound.
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(In the name ofAllāh)

(Say, O’ Allāh)


(People of Allāh)

This is read as



WORKSHEET 1:

Read the following.

- Pronounced with a full mouth

- Pronounced with an empty mouth
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WORKSHEET 2:

Put an F underneath the if the is to be read with a full mouth and an E if it is to be read with an

empty mouth. Then read the verses.
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LESSON 4: RULES OF NŪN AND TANWĪN –AL IZHĀR

There are different rules on the way theNūnsound should be pronounced. This depends on which of the
Hurūffollow it.

Al Izhār is when the sound of is pronounced clearly (without the nasal sound).

The rule is:

If any of the following 6Hurūfcome after or after a Harf that has aTanwīn( ) sign on it, then

the sound of is pronounced clearly.



All these 6 letters have the sound coming from the throat and are known as theHurūf-al-Halaqiyya.
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WORKSHEET 1:

1. What is the meaning ofHurūf-al-Halaqiyya?

_____________________________________________________________________________

2. In the table below, circle theHurūf-al-Halaqiyya.
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WORKSHEET 2:

Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 3:

Below areayāhfrom the Holy Qur’ān. 

1. Underline the portion of each of the following ayah where you would use the rule of Al-Izhār.
2. Read theayāh.
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LESSON 5: RULES OF NŪN AND TANWĪN –AL QALB

There are different rules on the way theNūnsound should be pronounced. This depends on which of the
Hurūffollow it.

If the harf is after or after a Harf that has a Tanwīn( ) sign on it, then the sound is

pronounced as if it were a (Mīmsound). The Mīmsound is literally hummed, from the nose, rather

than pronounced.

For example: slumber, timber.

The rule is called - Al Qalb (The Alteration).

This nasal sound is called: ghunna

In most copies of Qur’ān a small  is written above and between the or a harf that has aTanwīnsign

on it, and the harf but if this does not appear the rule still applies. As an example the does not

appear in Du’a books.
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Pronounced Rule Written



WORKSHEET 1:

Read the following. To ensure that you understand the lesson, the small has been purposefully left out.
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WORKSHEET 2:

Read the following. To ensure that you understand the lesson, the small has been purposefully left out.
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WORKSHEET 3:

Below are ayāhfrom the Holy Qur’ān. To ensure that you understand the lesson, the small has been

purposefully left out.

1. When do you use the rule of Al-Qalb?

2. Underline the portion of each of the following ayah where you should use the rule of Al-Qalb.

3. Read theayāh.
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LESSON 6: RULES OF NŪN AND TANWĪN –AL IDGHAM (A)

There are different rules on the way theNūnsound should be pronounced. This depends on which of the
Hurūffollow it.

Al Idgham literally means joining one harf to another harf.

There are 6 Huruf of Idgham:



It is easy to remember these letters with word-‘Yarmalun’.

The 6 letters of ‘Yarmalun’ are further divided into two groups: ‘Ral’ and ‘Yanmu’.

A: Idgham Kamil (complete joining)–‘Ral’

When theHurūfand come after or after a Harf that has aTanwīnsign on it, then the and the

Tanwīnis dropped and and (the letter following the ) are pronounced with atashdīd (shaddah).

There is no pronunciation of theNūnsound at all. Here the joining is complete. Full Idgham.

In most copies of Qur’ān the tashdīdis written. The rules still applies if tashdīdis not written as in
books of Du’a.
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      will be read as

will be read as

will be read as



WORKSHEET 1:

This is sample page of the Qur’ān. Circle the Idgham Kamil letters. 
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WORKSHEET 2:

Read the following. To ensure that you understand the lesson, the tashdīd (shaddah)has been
purposefully left out in some words below. It would be easier for you to underline the letter that is
affected before proceeding to read.
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WORKSHEET 3:

Read the following. To ensure that you understand the lesson, the tashdīd (shaddah)has been
purposefully left out in some words below. It would be easier for you to underline the letter that is
affected before proceeding to read.
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LESSON 7: RULES OF NŪN AND TANWĪN –AL IDGHAM (B)

There are different rules on the way theNūnsound should be pronounced. This depends on which of the
Hurūffollow it.

B: Idgham Naqis (incomplete joining–with ghunna)–‘Yamnū’ –partial joining

When theHurūf come after or after a Harf that has aTanwīnsign on it, then the 
and theTanwīnis pronounced in the following manner:

With the Huruf and, the Huruf are hummed with a trace of theNūnsound.

With the Huruf , the Huruf are said from the nose (ghunna) with a trace of theNūnsound. With a

nasal sound.

These letters can be easily remembered with the word: -‘Yamnū’.

These letters will bear atashdīd (shaddah).

In most copies of Qur’ān the tashdīdis written. The rules still applies if tashdīdis not written as in
books of Du’a.
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(with nasal sound)  will be read as 


(with nasal sound)  will be read as 


(with nasal sound)  will be read as 



WORKSHEET 1:

This is sample page of the Qur’ān. Circle the Idgham Naqis letters. 
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WORKSHEET 2:

Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 3:

Read the following. To ensure that you understand the lesson, the tashdīd (shaddah)has been
purposefully left out in some words below. It would be easier for you to underline the letter that is
affected before proceeding to read.
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